Thermal relaxation mechanism and role of chemical functionalization in fullerene solutions.
Using molecular-dynamics simulations we investigate thermal relaxation of C60 and C84 molecules suspended in octane liquid. Pristine fullerenes exhibit relatively slow relaxation due to weak thermal coupling with the liquid. A comparison of the interfacial transport characteristics obtained from relaxation simulations with those obtained from equilibrium simulations and fluctuation-dissipation theorem analysis demonstrates that the relaxation process involves two main steps: (i) energy flow from high- to low-frequency modes within the fullerene, and (ii) energy flow from low-frequency fullerene modes to the liquid. Functionalization of fullerenes with alkene chains leads to significant reduction of the thermal relaxation time. The relaxation time of functionalized fullerenes becomes independent from the functionalizing chain length beyond approximately 10 carbon segments; this can be understood in terms of thermal conductivity along the chain and heat transfer between the chain and the solvent.